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As globalization proceeds , workers from developing countries
rush to developed economies for higher wages, while firms move out
to developing countries for lower wages. This paper explores how
immigration inflow affects offshoring of firms. Using the industrial
level datasets in U.K. and instrumental variable strategy on the historical settlement pattern of foreign residents, we find that immigration inflow shrinks offshored employments. We find that offshoring significantly reduces routine occupation wages and that immigration inflow adversely affects non-routine occupation wages, but
does not harm routine occupation wages, plausibly via impeding
offshoring in the long run.
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I.

Introduction

One of the core concerns in the public debate on globalization is the possible
negative effects of immigration and offshoring on employment levels and wages of
native workers. Offshoring and immigration have always been controversial. People are afraid that they may suffer from job loss, falling wages, and rising inequality because of the “displacement effect”: hiring foreign-born workers or importing
goods and services directly reduces the demand for native works. However, some
people say there is no need to worry about this effect, since immigration and
offshoring might offset the adverse impact by their indirect “productivity effect”:
taking advantage of low-cost labor by employing immigrants or offshoring tasks
raises the efficiency of production, and hence raises the demand for native workers.
Several recent papers have analyzed the substitutability and complementarity
between natives and offshore workers or between natives and immigrants. Hijzen
and Swaim (2007); Crino (2010); Hijzen et al. (2011); Geishecker and Görg (2013);
Gagliardi, Iammarino and Rodrı́guez-Pose (2015) show that offshoring may have
negative, positive, or not significant effects on native workers depending on the
types of people affected or the types of offshoring. In general, offshoring has
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modest or absent effects overall whereas it has a negative impact on low- and
medium-skilled individuals. Card (2001); Borjas (2003); Dustmann, Fabbri and
Preston (2005); Card (2009) also show immigration has a small or significant impact on all native workers and has negative effects on low-skill natives. Although
there are a plenty of papers looking at immigration and offshoring separately,
only a small literature address the effects of immigration and offshoring simultaneously. However, we find that immigration and offshoring compete against each
other and argue that analyzing the effects of immigration and offshoring jointly
is necessary to understand the impact of globalization in the UK. Specifically, we
want to answer two hotly debated questions. First, how do offshoring and immigration affect the employment levels of native workers? Second, which groups of
people, low-, middle-, and high-income workers, suffer or benefit the most from
the competition generated by immigration and offshoring?
Without empirical tests for these two questions, the core concerns of globalization in the UK, namely the effects of immigration and offshoring on native
workers, are in suspense, and hence the immigration and international trade policies have no guidance. Additionally, given the recent Brexit issue, the UK is facing
a new international environment and its immigration and offshoring history offers
us new insights, guiding UK policy-makers in the future.
Thus, the effects of immigration and offshoring on employment levels of native
workers and on the wage structure of UK workers are our empirical issues. By
using employment data on immigrants and offshoring from the Quarterly Labor
Force Survey (QLFS), wage data on the UK workers from the Annual Survey of
Hours and Earnings (ASHE), and offshoring levels in input-output supply tables
provided by UK National Statistics, we find that immigration has positive effects
on native employment levels while offshoring has negative effects, and immigrants
and offshoring compete against each other. In terms of the effect on the wage
structure in the UK, immigration only reduces the wages of high-income workers
whereas offshoring reduces wages of all three groups (low-, middle-, and highincome workers), but reduces wages the most for middle-income workers.
In the next section, we begin with a brief summary of the relevant existing
literature and a description of our novel contributions. Section III presents the
data sources we use. We then report results of our instrumental strategies and
empirical analysis in Section IV. Section V presents the conclusions from our
findings.
II.

Related Literature

Several recent papers have analyzed the effects of offshoring on wages and employment. Grossman and Rossi-Hansberg (2008) proposes a theory of offshoring
that focuses on tradable tasks and uses it to study how falling costs of offshoring
affect factor prices in the source country. Recent relevant empirical work is done
by Hijzen and Swaim (2007); Crino (2010); Hijzen et al. (2011); Geishecker and
Görg (2013); Gagliardi, Iammarino and Rodrı́guez-Pose (2015). Hijzen et al.
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(2011) focus on services offshoring in the UK and find no evidence that importing intermediate services is associated with job loss or greater worker turnover.
Crino (2010) and Geishecker and Görg (2013), however, show that services offshoring negatively affects the real wages of low- and medium-skilled individuals.
Gagliardi, Iammarino and Rodrı́guez-Pose (2015) find that offshoring to developed or developing countries is distinct, and offshoring to developing countries
has a positive effect on the generation of non-routine jobs. Using 17 high-income
OECD countries, Hijzen and Swaim (2007) find that intra-industry offshoring
reduces the labor-intensity of production but does not affect overall industry employment, while inter-industry offshoring does not affect labor-intensity but may
have a positive effect on overall industry employment.
Our research combines the above offshoring literature with the literature on
the labor market effects of immigration, proposing new facts of offshoring and
immigration. There is a great deal of literature discussing the effects of immigration (e.g., Card, 2001; Borjas, 2003; Dustmann, Fabbri and Preston, 2005; Card,
2009). Dustmann, Fabbri and Preston (2005) shows the education distribution of
immigrants is remarkably similar to that of the native born workers, and there is
no strong evidence that immigration has effected the UK’s labor market. Card
(2001) finds that immigrant inflows over the 1980s reduced wages and employment
rates of low-skilled natives, and Card (2009) shows that the average effects of recent immigrant inflows on the relative wages of US natives are small. Exploiting
the variation in supply across education-experience groups, Borjas (2003) finds
immigration lowers the wages of competing workers. We expand on the literature
by taking international trade into consideration, and we then find that analyzing
immigration and offshoring jointly does generate new insights.
There is a growing, but still small, literature base addressing the effects of immigration and offshoring jointly (cf. Barba Navaretti et al., 2008; Olney, 2012;
Ottaviano, Peri and Wright, 2013; Mandelman and Zlate, 2014; Vallizadeh, 2015).
Mandelman and Zlate (2014) and Vallizadeh (2015) develop theoretical models to
address the impact of offshoring and immigration on wage structures with regard
to job polarization. Olney (2012) and Ottaviano, Peri and Wright (2013) use US
state and industry level data to examine the effects of offshoring and immigration empirically. Olney (2012) assumes that variation of immigrants across US
states and industries is exogenous, and Ottaviano, Peri and Wright (2013) focus
exclusively on manufacturing employment in US. Using Italian firm-level data,
Barba Navaretti et al. (2008)estimate economically sizable and statistically significant relationships between firms’ characteristics and offshoring decisions but
do not look at the industry-level effects on the labor market. While there are
some empirical studies for the US and other European countries, no related analysis exists for Britain. Additionally, there is no reason to infer the possible effects
of offshoring and immigration on the Britain labor market with the difference
in recent migration and international trade. Our paper relaxes the exogenous
assumption, takes all industries in the UK into consideration, and analyzes the
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effects of immigration and offshoring on employment and wages. The target of
the present paper is to constitute a step forward from the empirical work of that
study and fill the gap with evidence for Britain. Furthermore, given the recent
Brexit issue, the UK is facing a new international environment and its immigration and offshoring history offers us new insights, guiding UK policy-makers in
the future.
III.

Data and Descriptive Statistics
A.

Employment

We use the Quarterly Labor Force Survey (QLFS) of the United Kingdom
to measure the employment of native and immigrant workers. The Labor Force
Survey has been an annual household survey in the UK since 1973. From 1992, the
Labor Force Survey has been conducted quarterly, known as the Quarterly Labor
Force Survey (QLFS). This is a unique and widely used data source of articulated
information using international classifications of employment, unemployment, and
economic inactivity of household members aged 16 years and over. The number of
households interviewed each quarter is about 60,000, amounting to some 150,000
persons.
From this dataset, we obtained the employment level (the number of natives
or immigrants employed) for each year. Immigrants are all workers who were not
born in the UK, and natives are all other UK workers.
The industry classification we used is the UK Standard Industrial Classification
of Economic Activities 2007 (SIC 2007). Considering the correspondence among
employment of workers, offshoring, and the instrument variables of tariffs, we use
7 main sectors, whose SIC 2007 codes and sectors included are reported in Table
A1. Additionally, because of the availability of offshoring data, the time period
covered is from 1997 to 2014.
B.

Wages

Wages also play an important role on the labor market. Wage is defined here as
the average, 25th percentile, and 75th percentile hourly pay (£) of all employees by
industry, which is captured by the Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings (ASHE).
The data on an individual’s earnings captured by ASHE is of higher quality than
QLFS, since ASHE gathers information from the employer who can consult payroll
records, while QLFS information is self-reported by employees. Unfortunately,
ASHE only provides wages of all employees, while having wages of native or
immigrant employees, separately, can provide us with more specific information.
However, even if we can get wages of native and immigrant employees from QLFS,
its small sample size and lower quality forbid us to do so. And we still believe
that economy-wide wages from ASHE can also offer useful information.
The industry classification we use is also the UK Standard Industrial Classification of Economic Activities 2007 (SIC 2007). This is consistent with 7 main
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sectors used for employment, over the period 1997-2014.

C.

Offshoring

Before doing the empirical works of offshoring, we need to find a good measurement for it. Unfortunately, there is no direct measurement of offshoring. Instead,
trade economists usually use three ways to approximate offshoring: whether it
uses imported inputs versus domestically produced ones, whether it uses intermediate inputs for production versus final goods for consumption, or whether it
uses imports that could have been produced internally within the same firms. We
choose the first measurement here, for it clearly depicts the competition between
the UK and the other countries. The second measurement is not so clear and
the national trade statistics do not provide industrial breakdown information of
intermediate imported inputs. The third approach is attractive, but we cannot
know whether the firm could have produced the services or products by itself.
Geishecker and Görg (2013) measure the offshoring level in a sector using imported services and the production value of the domestic industry. We follow
their approach here and expand it to include all imports:

(1)

OSSst =

IM Pst
,
Yst

where IM Pst denotes all imported goods and services of sector s, with Yst
representing the production value of the domestic sector s in period t. We directly
obtain data on imported all inputs and domestic outputs from national accounts’
input-output supply tables provided by UK National Statistics for the years 1997
to 2014.1
Figure ?? looks at yearly hourly-wage and employment-growth rates across 7
main sectors over 18 years. Panels a and b look at the correlations between
changes in economy-wide wages and changes in immigrant employment and offshoring levels. But they do no suggest any significant correlation. We suppose
it is due to worker mobility, which equalizes the economy-wide wages. Panel c
presents a strong (P-value = 0.000) positive correlation between the growth rates
of employment of natives and immigrants whereas Panels d and e show no significantly negative (or positive) correlation between the growth of offshoring and
natives (or immigrants). These correlations reveal that the competition between
natives and offshoring is stronger than the competition related with immigration.
1 UK

National Statistics, Input-output supply and use tables, 29 July 2016.
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IV.

Empirical Specifications and Econometric Results
A.

Instrument

We have a concern with the validity of the identification strategy of the direct
OLS. The concern is that immigration and offshoring might be correlated with
unobserved determinants of wages and employment. Thus, we instrument the
share of immigrants and the magnitude of offshoring. The main idea is to find
variables to approximate immigration and offshoring across an industry without
impacting on industry’s wages.
The direction of causality between immigration and the local labor market is not
clear-cut. Foreign workers may rush to industries that are currently enjoying high
employment or high wages. This selective choice might lead to a biased estimate
of the effects of immigration on employment levels or wages. Here we follow
Dustmann, Fabbri and Preston (2005) to solve this problem.2 The idea is that
immigrants will choose jobs according to their own immigrant networks, because
these networks facilitate the job search process and assimilation to the new culture
Cortes (2008). The instrument uses the 3-period lags of immigrant employment
level to make the causality clear-cut.3 We call this variable (Historic M )st .
In order to address the endogeneity of offshoring in the UK, we follow Geishecker
and Görg (2013), using data on offshoring activities of the same industry in a
different country. It is conceivable that offshoring of the same industry in different
EU countries is influenced by similar global factors, for they share the same
trade policy and have a similar industrial complexes (Geishecker and Görg, 2013).
In addition, the offshoring activities which happen in another EU country are
arguably unlikely to have a direct impact on employment levels or wages in the
UK. Accordingly, we choose France to construct the instrument, because France
has a similar main industry classification in its supply and use tables as UK has.4
Hence we construct the instrument for the UK’s offshoring levels using French
offshoring levels from 1997 to 2014, which are calculated in the same way. The
instrument variable is named (OSS F rance)st . We obtain the data on imported
all inputs and domestic outputs from national accounts’ supply and use tables
provided by the France National Institute of Statistics and Economic Studies for
the years 1997 to 2014. 5
B.

Effects on employment levels

The facts we derive in Section III suggest the competition among natives, immigrants, and offshoring. Thus, we begin by estimating the impact of immigrant
2 The index is similar to the constructed instrument by Dustmann, Fabbri and Preston (2005), except
that it exploits the presence of immigrant groups across loalities, rather than across industries.
3 Dustmann, Fabbri and Preston (2005) uses 3-periods lags of immigration, too.
4 The main 7 sectors is shown in Table A1.
5 France National Institute of Statistics and Economic Studies, Supply and use tables – level A17
(Billion euros), from 1997 to 2014
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employment and offshoring levels. Effects on employment levels will show the
“displacement effect” and “productivity effect” together, as highlighted by Ottaviano, Peri and Wright (2013). These two effects offset each other, since the
“displacement effect” leads to the competition for jobs whereas the “productivity effect” leads to an increase in the aggregate demand for all work. From this
perspective, the results should imply a mitigated, or perhaps even positive effect
of immigrants and offshoring on native employment levels.
Table 1 presents the estimated coefficients from the following three regressions:

(2)

D
D
NDst = φD
s + φt + BDM (NM st ) + BDO (LOst ) + εst

(3)

M
M
NM st = φM
s + φt + BM O (LOst ) + εst

(4)

O
O
LOst = φO
s + φt + BOM (NM st ) + εst ,

where NDst , NM st , and LOst are the logarithms of the native employment levels,
immigrant employment levels, and offshoring levels, respectively, in industry s at
year t, the φs s are industry fixed effects, the φt s are time effects, and εst s are
(potentially) serially correlated errors. Estimation is based on 2SLS using the
instruments (OSS F rance)st for NM st and (Historic M )st for LOst as described
in Section IV.A.
Equation 2 estimates the effect of variation in offshoring and immigrant employment levels, driven by immigrant networks and French offshoring, on native
employment levels. We only look into variation within industries over time with
industry effects controlled. We also include common-year effects and, hence,
any time-invariant variation across industry will not contribute to the estimators. Equation 3 estimates the impact of variation in offshoring on immigrant
employment levels and, conversely, equation 4 estimates the effect of immigrant
employment levels on offshoring levels.
Table 1 shows the estimated displacement effects combined with productivity
effects of immigrants and offshoring. First, columns 1 and 2 show the 2SLS effects
of increasing levels of immigrant employment and offshoring, using the offshoring
and immigration instruments (OSS F rance)st and (Historic M )st respectively.
Because we find that the interaction between immigration is strong (shown in
Table 1, columns 5 to 8), we estimate their effects separately (as the sole regressors
in separate regressions) to improve quality of the estimators. In columns 3 and
4, we report the direct OLS regressions. Columns 5 and 6 show the impact
of variation in offshoring levels on immigrant employment levels either directly
(column 6) or using French offshoring levels as an instrument. Columns 7 and 8
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report the effects of variation in offshoring levels on immigrant employment levels,
first using the 2SLS with the UK’s historic offshoring levels and then using the
OLS. The standard errors are heteroscedasticity robust, and they are clustered
at industry level to account for potential serial correlation of errors in the case of
OLS regressions.
The first-stage results suggest that (OSS F rance)st and (Historic M )st are
strong instruments, with the Wald F-statistics in the last row that are above the
Stock-Yogo weak identification test critical values (10% maximal IV size), equal
to 16.38. Additionally, also reported in the first stage, the impact of instruments,
the UK’s historical immigration, and French offshoring levels, is quite significant
and has the expected positive sign.
The results in Table 1 are encouraging because the estimates of 2SLS and
OLS show the same signs, and we pay attention to the 2SLS coefficients here.
Looking along the first row, we find that increased immigrant workers in an
industry have a significantly positive effect on native employment levels and a
significantly negative effect on offshoring activities. An increase in immigrants in
an industry by 1% produces a significant increase in the employment of natives
by 1.56% (Table 1, column 2), and leads to a significant decline in the levels of
offshoring by 0.61 (Table 1, column 7). Hence, while immigrants may compete
with native workers, the productivity effects generated by immigrants increase the
demand for native workers, and, finally, the overall impact on native employment
levels is positive. On the other hand, column 7 reveals that the displacement
effects produced by immigrants on offshoring in an industry are stronger than the
productivity effects, and the overall effect of immigrants on offshoring is negative.
The second row also shows strong correlations, which reports that there is a significantly negative correlation between offshoring levels and native or immigrant
employment levels. A 1 increase in offshoring levels in an industry is associated
with a 2.44% decline in native employment levels (Table 1, column 1) and a 1.68
percent decline in immigrant employment levels (Table 1, column 5). Thus, while
offshoring in an industry may have productivity effects, the displacement effects
it generates on native and immigrant employment are stronger; hence the overall
effect is negative.
C.

Effects on wages

The facts we derive in Section III imply the effect of immigrants and offshoring
on wages is weaker than the effect on employment levels. In this section, we
estimate the size and significance of the effect of immigrant employment and
offshoring levels on average, 25th percentile, and 75th percentile wages. Similarly,
the results combine the displacement and productivity effects.
Table 2 reports the estimated coefficients from the following regression:

(5)

A
A
WAst = φA
s + φt + bAM (NM st ) + bAO (LOst ) + εst ,
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Table 1—: Effects of Immigrants and Offshoring
ln(native employment)
2SLS
Specifications

(1)

ln(Immigrant
employment)

OLS
(2)

(3)

1.56***
(0.31)
-2.44***
(0.14)

Industry
fixed effects

Yes

Yes

Yes

Year fixed
effects

Yes

Yes

Yes

Offshoring

Historical
immigrant
employment
French
offshoring

(4)

Offshoring

2SLS

OLS

2SLS

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

-0.61***
(0.12)

-0.17
(0.11)

0.59**
(0.24)

Offshoring

First stage:

ln(immigrant
employment)

-2.39***
(0.35)

OLS

-1.68***
(0.16)

-1.57***
(0.27)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

ln(Immigrant
employment)

Offshoring

ln(Immigrant
employment)

0.32***
(0.09)

0.32***
(0.09)

1.34***
(0.07)

1.34***
(0.07)

Observations

126

126

126

126

126

126

126

126

Wald F-stat
of first stage

346.57

12.83

NA

NA

346.57

NA

12.83

NA

Note: The dependent variable in each regression is specified at the top of the relative columns. The units
of observations are industry by year. All regressions include industry effects. Heteroskedasticity-robust
standard errors are reported in parenthesis. In the OLS regressions the standard errors are also clustered
by industry.
Standard error statistics in parentheses.
*** Significant at the 1 percent level.
** Significant at the 5 percent level.
* Significant at the 10 percent level.

where WAst is the logarithm of the average wages of UK workers in industry s
at year t. Estimation is based on 2SLS using the instruments (OSS F rance)st
for NM st and (Historic M )st for LOst as described in Section IV.A.
Equation 5 estimates the effect of immigrant employment and offshoring levels
on the UK’s average wages. In Table 2, similarly, columns 1 and 2 show the 2SLS
effects of increasing levels of immigrant employment and offshoring, driven by the
offshoring and immigration instruments (OSS F rance)st and (Historic M )st . In
columns 3 and 4, we report the results of direct OLS regressions. The standard
errors are also heteroscedasticity robust, and they are clustered at industry level
to account for potential serial correlation of errors in the case of OLS regressions.
Arguably, because of the mobility of workers across industries, the impact on
wages would be weaker than the effect on employment levels. The estimates
presented in Table 2 are in line with this prediction. Looking along the first
row of Table 2, either the 2SLS or direct OLS regression, we find that there is no
significant impact of immigrants on the the UK’s average wages (Table 2, columns
2 and 4). Along the second row, the 2SLS shows that a 1 increase in offshoring
levels significantly reduces 0.24% of the UK’s average wages, while direct OLS
regression has a negative, but not significant, result. Hence, even if workers can
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move from a low-wage industry to high-wage industry, the productivity effects
created by offshoring are strong enough to have negative effects on UK wages.
Given Table 1 and Table 2, we find that immigration has positive, or not significant, overall effects on native employment levels and the UK’s average wages,
while offshoring always has negative effects. One possible explanation is that
immigrants have larger productivity effects, namely leading to larger demand for
workers. This is likely because immigrants live in the UK and they need to spend
money in the UK. However, offshoring, namely importing goods and services,
does not have the effects of consumption.

Table 2—: Effects of Immigrants and Offshoring on UK’s Average Wages
ln(UK’s average wage)
Method of estimation: 2SLS
Specifications

IV, one
instrument
(1)

ln(Immigrant
employment)
Offshoring

IV, one
instrument
(2)

Method of estimation: OLS
Direct OLS
regression
(3)

Direct OLS
regression
(4)

-0.08
(0.08)
-0.24***
(0.07)

0.05
(0.05)
-0.06
(0.16)

Industry fixed effects

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Year fixed effects

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

First stage:

Offshoring

ln(Immigrant
employment)

Historical immigrant
employment
French offshoring

0.32***
(0.09)
1.34***
(0.07)

Observations

126

126

126

126

Wald F-stat of first stage

346.57

12.83

NA

NA

Note: The dependent variable in each regression is specified at the top of the relative columns. The units
of observations are industry by year. All regressions include industry and year effects. Heteroskedasticityrobust standard errors are reported in parenthesis. In the OLS regressions the standard errors are also
clustered by industry.
Standard error statistics in parentheses.
*** Significant at the 1 percent level.
** Significant at the 5 percent level.
* Significant at the 10 percent level.

Apart from the impact on average wages, namely on middle-income workers,
we are also interested in whether the effects of immigrants and offshoring activities on low- and high-income workers are different. Here we use 25th and 75th
percentile wages to represent low-income and high income. In Table 3 we report
the estimates of the 25th percentile and 75th percentile wage regressions:

(6)

W25thst = φ25th
+ φ25th
+ b25thM (NM st ) + b25thO (LOst ) + ε25th
s
t
st
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(7)

W75thst = φ75th
+ φ75th
+ b75thM (NM st ) + b75thO (LOst ) + ε75th
s
t
st ,

where W25thst and W75thst are the logarithm of 25th and 75th percentile wages
in industry s at year t. Again, we report the 2SLS result (columns 1, 2, 5, and
6) and the direct regression estimates (columns 3, 4, 7 and 8) for 25th percentile
wages (left columns) and 75th percentile wages (right columns).
Table 3 is informative in regard to the different size and significance on the
combined displacement and productivity effects for low- and high-income workers. Although direct regression results are different for 2SLS estimates for 75th
percentile wages, OLS estimates are not significant, so we focus on 2SLS results
here. Comparing the effects of immigrants, we find that the impact is not significant on low- and middle-income workers (Table 2, column 2 and Table 3, column
2) but significantly negative on high-income workers (Table 3, column 6). On the
other hand, the impact of offshoring is largest on middle-income workers, intermediate on low-income workers, and weakest on high-income workers (Table 2,
column 1, Table 3, column1, and Table 3, column 5).
The results provide by Table 2 and Table 3 reveal that immigration and offshoring affect different groups of workers in the UK. Specifically, immigration
only significantly reduces the wages of high-income workers, whereas offshoring
significant reduces wages of all three groups but see the largest reduction for
middle-income workers. It is then natural to ask whether immigration and offshoring affect the wage gap between high- and low-income workers. In Table 4
we then present the estimates for the wage gap regression:

(8)

WGst = φGth
+ φGth
+ bGM (NM st ) + bGO (LOst ) + εG
s
t
st

where WGst is the logarithm of the difference of 75th and 25th percentile wage in
industry s at year t. Table 4 reports the results from the 2SLS specifications (left
columns), where we use the instruments (OSS F rance)st and (Historic M )st as
before, and from the direct OLS regressions (right columns). We find that only
the effect of immigration on wage gaps from the 2SLS specification is significant.
Column 2 shows that a 1% increase in immigrants produces a 0.39% decline in
the wage gaps between workers of 25th and 75th percentile wages. With the
results of Table 3, this estimate is easy to understand. Since immigration reduces
the wages of high-income workers, and has no significant effect on the wages of
low- and middle-income workers, the wage gaps, namely the income inequality,
are narrowed. On the other hand, offshoring is supposed to have no significant
impact on income inequality because it reduces wages of all workers and with the
largest reduction for the middle-income.
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Table 3—: Effects of Immigrants and Offshoring on Percentile Wages
ln(25 percentile wage)
2SLS
Specifications

(1)

ln(Immigrant
employment)

ln(75 percentile wage)
OLS

(2)

(3)

-0.05
(0.06)

2SLS
(4)

(5)

-0.00
(0.04)

(7)

-0.18**
(0.09)

-0.17***
(0.05)

Industry
fixed effects

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Year fixed
effects

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Offshoring

ln(Immigrant
employment)

Offshoring

0.32***
(0.09)

Historical
immigrant
employment
French
offshoring

-0.14*
(0.08)

(8)
0.02
(0.06)

Offshoring

First stage:

-0.14
(0.08)

OLS
(6)

0.06
(0.16)

ln(Immigrant
employment)
0.32***
(0.09)

1.34***
(0.07)

1.34***
(0.07)

Observations

126

126

126

126

126

126

126

126

Wald F-stat
of first stage

346.57

12.83

NA

NA

346.57

12.83

NA

NA

Note: The dependent variable in each regression is specified at the top of the relative columns. The units
of observations are industry by year. All regressions include industry and year effects. Heteroskedasticityrobust standard errors are reported in parenthesis. In the OLS regressions the standard errors are also
clustered by industry.
Standard error statistics in parentheses.
*** Significant at the 1 percent level.
** Significant at the 5 percent level.
* Significant at the 10 percent level.

V.

Concluding Remarks

We have analyzed the effects of immigration and offshoring on employment levels and wages in the UK from 1997 to 2014. The attempts to exploit immigration
and offshoring jointly are growing but still very few. Indeed, immigration and
offshoring are two important parts of globalization, and they affect each other.
Based on this paper, we find that hiring immigrants and offshoring productive
tasks to be alternatives, and they also compete with native workers in the UK.
This cannot be seen if we just consider them in isolation.
The main result is that we find that immigration has positive or no significant
overall effects on native employment levels and UK average wages, while offshoring always has negative effects. One possible explanation is that immigrants
have consumption effects, namely spending money in the UK, and increase the
demand for workers. We also look into whether immigration and offshoring affect
workers in distinct levels of income differently. The results show that immigration
only significantly reduces the wages of high-income workers, whereas offshoring
significant reduces wages of all three groups, with the largest reduction for middleincome workers. Immigration also reduces the wage gaps between high-income
and low-income workers.
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Table 4—: Effects of Immigrants and Offshoring on UK’s Wage Gaps
ln(UK’s wage gap between 25th and 75th percentiles)
Method of estimation: 2SLS
Specifications

IV, one
instrument
(1)

ln(Immigrant
employment)
Offshoring

IV, one
instrument
(2)

Method of estimation: OLS
Direct OLS
regression
(3)

-0.39*
(-0.20)
-0.04
(0.14)

Direct OLS
regression
(4)
0.06
(0.11)

0.34
(0.32)

Industry fixed effects

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Year fixed effects

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

First stage:

Offshoring

ln(Immigrant
employment)

Historical immigrant
employment
French offshoring

0.32***
(0.09)
1.34***
(0.07)

Observations

126

126

126

126

Wald F-stat of first stage

346.57

12.83

NA

NA

Note: The dependent variable in each regression is specified at the top of the relative columns. The units
of observations are industry by year. All regressions include industry and year effects. Heteroskedasticityrobust standard errors are reported in parenthesis. In the OLS regressions the standard errors are also
clustered by industry.
Standard error statistics in parentheses.
*** Significant at the 1 percent level.
** Significant at the 5 percent level.
* Significant at the 10 percent level.
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Appendix
A1.

7 Main Sectors
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Table A1—: Seven Main Sectors - What Sectors do They Include Under SIC 2007
(UK) and A17 (France)?
No. UK industry classification
(SIC 2007)

France industry classification
(level A17)

a
b

Agriculture [A]
Production [B, C , D, E]

c
d

Construction [F]
Distribution, transport, hotels and
restaurants [G, H, I]
Information and communication [J]

e
f

Financial and insurance [K]
Real estate [L]
Professional and support activities [M, N]

g

Government, health & education [O,P,Q]

Agriculture, forestry and fishing
Mining and quarrying ; energy, water supply,
sewerage, waste management and remediation
activities;
Manufacture of food products, beverages and
tobacco products;
Manufacture of coke and refined petroleum
products;
Manufacture of electrical, computer and
electronic equipment; manufacture of
machinery; Manufacture of transport
equipment;
Other manufacturing
Construction
Wholesale and retail trade ; repair of motor
vehicles and motorcycles;
Transportation and storage;
Accommodation and food service activities;
Information and communication
Financial and insurance activities
Real estate activities;
Professional, scientific, technical,
administration and support service activities
Mainly non market services

Note: The letter or number in brackets is the identifier of sectors in Standard Industrial Classification
of Economic Activities (SIC) 2007 and France Products level A17.
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(a) Slope of regression line: -.029, robust sandard
error: 0.033

(b) Slope of regression line:0.082, robust sandard
error: 0.162

(c) Slope of regression line: 0.249, robust sandard
error: 0.055

(d) Slope of regression line: -0.201, robust sandard
error: 0.410

(e) Slope of regression line: 0.815, robust sandard
error: 1.149

Figure 1. : Growth Rates of Employment Levels and Wages (7 main sectors,
1997-2014)

